Abstract

Coreference resolution is an important task for natural language understanding, and the resolution of ambiguous pronouns a longstanding challenge. Nonetheless, existing corpora do not capture ambiguous pronouns in sufficient volume or diversity to accurately indicate the practical utility of models. Furthermore, we find gender bias in existing corpora and systems favoring masculine entities. To address this, we present and release GAP, a gender-balanced labeled corpus of 8,908 ambiguous pronoun–name pairs sampled to provide diverse coverage of challenges posed by real-world text. We explore a range of baselines that demonstrate the complexity of the challenge, the best achieving just 66.9% F1. We show that syntactic structure and continuous neural models provide promising, complementary cues for approaching the challenge.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution involves linking referring expressions that evoke the same discourse entity, as defined in shared tasks such as CoNLL 2011/2012 (Pradhan et al., 2012) and MUC (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). Unfortunately, high scores on these tasks do not necessarily translate into acceptable performance for downstream applications such as machine translation (Guillou, 2012) and fact extraction (Nakayama, 2008). In particular, high-scoring systems successfully identify coreference relationships between string-matching proper names, but fare worse on anaphoric mentions such as pronouns and common noun phrases (Stoyanov et al., 2009; Rahman and Ng, 2012; Durrett and Klein, 2013).

We consider the problem of resolving gendered ambiguous pronouns in English, such as she1 in:

(1) In May, Fujisawa joined Mari Motohashi’s rink as the team’s skip, moving back from Karuizawa to Kitami where she had spent her junior days.

With this scope, we make three key contributions:

- We design an extensible, language-independent mechanism for extracting challenging ambiguous pronouns from text.
- We build and release GAP, a human-labeled corpus of 8,908 ambiguous pronoun–name pairs derived from Wikipedia.2 This data set targets the challenges of resolving naturally occurring ambiguous pronouns and rewards systems that are gender-fair.
- We run four state-of-the-art coreference resolvers and several competitive simple baselines on GAP to understand limitations in current modeling, including gender bias. We find that syntactic structure and transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) provide promising, complementary cues for approaching GAP.

Coreference resolution decisions can drastically alter how automatic systems process text. Biases in automatic systems have caused a wide range of underrepresented groups to be served in an inequitable way by downstream applications (Hardt, 2014). We take the construction of the new GAP corpus as an opportunity to reduce gender bias in coreference data sets; in this way, GAP can promote equitable modeling of reference phenomena complementary to the recent work of Zhao et al. (2018) and Rudinger et al. (2018).

---

1 The examples throughout the paper highlight the ambiguous pronoun in **bold**, the two potential coreferent names in *italics*, and the correct one also underlined.

Such approaches promise to improve equity of downstream models, such as triple extraction for knowledge-base populations.

2 Background

Existing datasets do not capture ambiguous pronouns in sufficient volume or diversity to benchmark systems for practical applications.

2.1 Data Sets with Ambiguous Pronouns

Winograd schemas (Levesque et al., 2012) are closely related to our work as they contain ambiguous pronouns. These are pairs of short texts with an ambiguous pronoun and a special word (in square brackets) that switches its referent:

\[(2) \text{ The trophy would not fit in the brown suitcase because it was too } \underbrace{\text{big/small}}_{\text{conjunction}}.\]

The Definite Pronoun Resolution Data Set (Rahman and Ng, 2012) comprises 943 Winograd schemas written by undergraduate students and later extended by Peng et al. (2015). The First Winograd Schema Challenge (Morgenstern et al., 2016) released 60 examples adapted from published literary works (Pronoun Disambiguation Problem) and 285 manually constructed schemas (Winograd Schema Challenge). More recently, Rudinger et al. (2018) and Zhao et al. (2018) have created two Winograd schema-style datasets containing 720 and 3,160 sentences, respectively, where each sentence contains a gendered pronoun and two occupation (or participant) antecedent candidates that break occupational gender stereotypes. Overall, ambiguous pronoun datasets have been limited in size and, most notably, consist only of manually constructed examples that do not necessarily reflect the challenges faced by systems in the wild.

In contrast, the largest and most widely used coreference corpus, OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2007), is general purpose. In OntoNotes, simpler high-frequency coreference examples (e.g., those captured by string matching) greatly outnumber examples of ambiguous pronouns, which obscures performance results on that key class (Stoyanov et al., 2009; Rahman and Ng, 2012). Ambiguous pronouns greatly impact main entity resolution in Wikipedia, the focus of Ghaddar and Langlais (2016a), who use WikiCoref, a corpus of 30 full articles annotated with coreferences (Ghaddar and Langlais, 2016b).

GAP examples are not strictly Winograd schemas because they have no reference-flipping word. Nonetheless, they contain two person named entities of the same gender and an ambiguous pronoun that may refer to either (or neither). As such, they represent a similarly difficult challenge and require the same inferential capabilities. More importantly, GAP is larger than existing Winograd schema datasets, and the examples are from naturally occurring Wikipedia text. GAP complements OntoNotes by providing an extensive targeted dataset of naturally occurring ambiguous pronouns.

2.2 Modeling Ambiguous Pronouns

State-of-the-art coreference systems struggle to resolve ambiguous pronouns that require world knowledge and commonsense reasoning (Durret and Klein, 2013). Past efforts have tried to mine semantic preferences and inferential knowledge via predicate–argument statistics mined from corpora (Dagan and Itai, 1990; Yang et al., 2005), semantic roles (Kehler et al., 2004; Ponzetto and Strube, 2006), contextual compatibility features (Liao and Grishman, 2010; Bansal and Klein, 2012), and event role sequences (Bean and Riloff, 2004; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008). These usually bring small improvements in general coreference datasets and larger improvements in targeted Winograd datasets.

Rahman and Ng (2012) scored 73.05% precision on their Winograd dataset after incorporating targeted features such as narrative chains, Web-based counts, and selectional preferences. Peng et al. (2015)’s system improved the state of the art to 76.41% by acquiring (subject, verb, object) and (subject/object, verb, verb) knowledge triples.

In the First Winograd Schema Challenge (Morgenstern et al., 2016), participants used methods ranging from logical axioms and inference to neural network architectures enhanced with commonsense knowledge (Liu et al., 2017), but no system qualified for the second round. Recently, Trinh and Le (2018) have achieved the best results on the Pronoun Disambiguation Problem and Winograd Schema Challenge datasets, achieving 70% and 63.7%, respectively, which are 3 percentage points higher than the previous best results.
points and 11 percentage points above Liu et al.’s (2017)’s previous state of the art. Their model is an ensemble of word-level and character-level recurrent language models, which, despite not being trained on coreference data, encode commonsense as part of the more general language modeling task. It is unclear how these systems perform on naturally occurring ambiguous pronouns. For example, Trinh and Le’s (2018) system relies on choosing a candidate from a pre-specified list, and it would need to be extended to handle the case that the pronoun does not corefer with any given candidate. By releasing GAP, we aim to foster research in this direction, and set several competitive baselines without using targeted resources.

2.3 Bias in Machine Learning

Although existing corpora have promoted research into coreference resolution, they suffer from gender bias. Specifically, of the over 2,000 gendered pronouns in the OntoNotes test corpus, less than 25% are feminine (Zhao et al., 2018). The imbalance is more pronounced on the development and training sets, with less than 20% feminine pronouns each. WikiCoref contains only 12% feminine pronouns. In the Definite Pronoun Resolution Dataset training data, 27% of the gendered pronouns are feminine, and the Winograd Schema Challenge datasets contain 28% and 33% feminine examples. Two exceptions are the recent WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018) and Winogender schemas (Rudinger et al., 2018) datasets, which reveal how occupation-specific gender bias pervades in the majority of publicly available coreference resolution systems by including a balanced number of feminine pronouns that corefer with anti-stereotypical occupations (see Example (3), from WinoBias). These datasets focus on pronominal coreference where the antecedent is a nominal mention, whereas GAP focuses on relations where the antecedent is a named entity.

(3) The salesperson sold some books to the librarian because she was trying to sell them.

The pervasive bias in existing datasets is concerning given that learned NLP systems often reflect and even amplify training biases (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Caliskan et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). A growing body of work defines notions of fairness, bias, and equality in data and machine-learned systems (Pedreshi et al., 2008; Hardt et al., 2016; Skirpan and Gorelick, 2017; Zafar et al., 2017), and debiasing strategies include expanding and rebalancing data (Torralba and Efros, 2011; Buda, 2017; Ryu et al., 2017; Shankar et al., 2017), and balancing performance across subgroups (Dwork et al., 2012). In the context of coreference resolution, Zhao et al. (2018) have shown how debiasing techniques (e.g., swapping the gender of male pronouns and antecedents in OntoNotes, using debiased word embeddings, balancing Bergsma and Lin’s [2006] gender list) succeed at reducing the gender bias of multiple off-the-shelf coreference systems.

We work towards fairness in coreference by releasing a diverse, gender-balanced corpus for ambiguous pronoun resolution and further investigating performance differences by gender, not specifically on pronouns with an occupation antecedent but more generally on gendered pronouns.

3 GAP Corpus

We create a corpus of 8,908 human-annotated ambiguous pronoun-name examples from Wikipedia. Examples are obtained from a large set of candidate contexts and are filtered through a multistage process designed to improve quality and diversity.

We choose Wikipedia as our base dataset given its wide use in natural language understanding tools, but are mindful of its well-known gender biases. Specifically, less than 15% of biographical Wikipedia pages are about women. Furthermore, women are written about differently than men: For example, women’s biographies are more likely to mention marriage or divorce (Bamman and Smith, 2014), abstract terms are more positive in male biographies than female biographies (Wagner et al., 2016), and articles about women are less central to the article graph (Graells-Garrido et al., 2015).

3.1 Extraction and Filtering

Extraction targets three patterns, given in Table 1, that characterize locally ambiguous pronoun contexts. We limit to singular mentions, gendered non-reflexive pronouns, and names whose head tokens are different from one another. Additionally, we do not allow intruders: There can be no other compatible mention (by gender, number, and entity type) between the pronoun and the two names.

To limit the success of naive resolution heuristics, we apply a small set of constraints to focus on those pronouns that are truly hard to resolve.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINALPRO</td>
<td>(Name, Name, Pronoun)</td>
<td><em>Preckwinkle</em> criticizes Berrios’ nepotism: [...] County’s ethics rules don’t apply to him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIALPRO</td>
<td>(Name, Pronoun, Name)</td>
<td><em>McFerran</em>’s horse farm was named Glen View. After his death in 1885, John E. Green acquired the farm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INITIALPRO</td>
<td>(Pronoun, Name, Name)</td>
<td>Judging that he is suitable to join the team, <em>Butcher</em> injects <em>Hughie</em> with a specially formulated mix.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Extraction patterns and example contexts for each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page coverage</td>
<td>1 per page per pronoun form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>masc. : fem.</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction Pattern</td>
<td>final : medial : initial</td>
<td>6.2 : 1 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Entity</td>
<td>true : false</td>
<td>1.3 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreferent Name</td>
<td>nameA : nameB</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Diversity statistics in final corpus.

- **FINALPRO.** Both names must be in the same sentence, and the pronoun may appear in the same or directly following sentence.
- **MEDIALPRO.** The first name must be in the sentence directly preceding the pronoun and the second name, both of which are in the same sentence. To decrease the bias for the pronoun to be coreferential with the first name, the pronoun must be in an initial subordinate clause or be a possessive in an initial prepositional phrase.
- **INITIALPRO.** All three mentions must be in the same sentence and the pronoun must be in an initial subordinate clause or a possessive in an initial prepositional phrase.

From the extracted contexts, we sub-sample those to send for annotation. We do this to improve diversity in five dimensions:

- **Page Coverage.** We retain at most three examples per page–gender pair to ensure a broad coverage of domains.
- **Gender.** The raw pipeline extracts contexts with a m:f ratio of 9:1. We oversampled feminine pronouns to achieve a 1:1 ratio.\(^5\)
- **Extraction Pattern.** The raw pipeline output contains seven times more FINALPRO contexts than MEDIALPRO and INITIALPRO combined, so we oversampled the latter two to lower the ratio to 6:1:1.
- **Page Entity.** Pronouns in a Wikipedia page often refer to the entity the page is about. We include such examples in our dataset but balance them 1:1 against examples that do not include mentions of the page entity.
- **Coreferent Name.** To ensure that mention order is not a cue for systems, our final dataset is balanced for label — namely, whether Name A or Name B is the pronoun’s referent.

We applied these constraints to the raw extractions to select 8,604 contexts (17,208 examples) for annotation that were globally balanced in all dimensions (e.g., 1:1 gender ratio in MEDIALPRO extractions). Table 2 summarizes the diversity ratios obtained in the final dataset, whose compilation is described next.

### 3.2 Annotation

We used a pool of in-house raters for human annotation of our examples. Each example was presented to three workers, who selected one of five labels (Table 3). Full sentences of at least 50 tokens preceding each example were presented as context (prior context beyond a section break is not included). Rating instructions accompany the dataset release.

Despite workers not being expert linguists, we find good agreement both within workers and between workers and an expert. Inter-annotator agreement was \( \kappa = 0.74 \) on the Fleiss et al. (2003) kappa statistic; in 73% of cases there was full agreement between workers, in 25% of cases two

\(^5\)In doing this, we observed that many feminine pronouns in Wikipedia refer to characters in film and television.
Table 3: Consensus label counts for the extracted examples (Raw) and after further filtering (Final).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Raw</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name A</td>
<td>2,913</td>
<td>1,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name B</td>
<td>3,047</td>
<td>1,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Name A nor Name B</td>
<td>1,614</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Name A and Name B</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>8,604</td>
<td>4,454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of three workers agreed, and only in 2\% of cases was there no consensus. We discard the 194 cases with no consensus. On 30 examples rated by an expert linguist, there was agreement on 28 and one was deemed to be truly ambiguous with the given context.

To produce our final dataset, we applied additional high-precision filtering to remove some error cases identified by workers, and discarded the “Both” (no ambiguity) and “Not Sure” contexts. Given that many of the feminine examples received the “Both” label from referents having stage and married names (Example (4)), this unbalanced the number of masculine and feminine examples.

(4) *Ruby Buckton* is a fictional character from the Australian Channel Seven soap opera *Home and Away*, played by *Rebecca Breeds*. *She* debuted …

To correct this, we discarded masculine examples to re-achieve 1:1 gender balance. Additionally, we imposed the constraint that there be one example per Wikipedia article per pronoun form (e.g., *his*), to reduce similarity between examples. The final counts for each label are given in the second column of Table 3. Given that the 4,454 contexts each contain two annotated names, this constitutes 8,908 pronoun–name pair labels.

4 Experiments

We set up the GAP challenge and analyze the applicability of a range of off-the-shelf tools. We find that existing resolvers do not perform well and are biased to favor better resolution of masculine pronouns. We empirically validate the observation that Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) encode coreference relationships, adding to the results by Voita et al. (2018) on machine translation, and Trinh and Le (2018) on language modeling. Furthermore, we show they complement traditional linguistic cues such as syntactic distance and parallelism.

All experiments use the Google Cloud NL API for pre-processing, unless otherwise noted.

4.1 GAP Challenge

GAP is an evaluation corpus and we segment the final dataset into a development and test set of 4,000 examples each; we reserve the remaining 908 examples as a small validation set for parameter tuning. All examples are presented with the URL of the source Wikipedia page, allowing us to define two task settings: snippet-context in which the URL may not be used, and page-context in which it may. Although name spans are given in the data, we urge the community not to treat this as a gold mention or Winograd-style task. That is, systems should detect mentions for inference automatically, and access labeled spans only to output predictions.

To reward unbiased modeling, we define two evaluation metrics: FI score and Bias. Concretely, we calculate FI score Overall as well as by the gender of the pronoun (Masculine and Feminine). Bias is calculated by taking the ratio of feminine to masculine FI scores, typically less than 1.9

4.2 Off-the-Shelf Resolvers

The first set of baselines we explore are four representative off-the-shelf coreference systems: the rule-based system of Lee et al. (2013) and three neural resolvers—Clark and Manning (2015), Wiseman et al. (2016), and Lee et al. (2017). All were trained on OntoNotes and run in as close to their out-of-the-box configuration as possible. System clusters were scored against GAP examples according to whether the cluster...
containing the target pronoun also contained the correct name (TP) or the incorrect name (FP), using mention heads for alignment. We report here their performance on GAP as informative baselines, but expect retraining on Wikipedia-like texts to yield an overall improvement in performance. (This remains as future work.)

Table 4 shows that all systems struggle on GAP. That is, despite modeling improvements in recent years, ambiguous pronoun resolution remains a challenge. We note particularly the large difference in performance between genders, which traditionally has not been tracked but has fairness implications for downstream tasks using these publicly available models.

Table 5 provides evidence that this low performance is not solely due to domain and task differences between GAP and OntoNotes. Specifically, with the exception of Clark and Manning (2015), the table shows that system performance on pronoun–name coreference relations in the OntoNotes test set is not vastly better than GAP. One possible reason that in-domain OntoNotes performance and out-of-domain GAP performance are not very different could be that state-of-the-art systems are highly tuned for resolving names rather than ambiguous pronouns.

Further, the relative performance of the four systems is different on GAP than on OntoNotes. Particularly interesting is that the current strongest system overall for OntoNotes, namely, Lee et al. (2017), scores best on GAP pronouns but has the largest gender bias on OntoNotes. This perhaps is not surprising given the dominance of masculine examples in that corpus. It is outside the scope of this paper to provide an in-depth analysis of the data and modeling decisions that cause this bias; instead, we release GAP to address the measurement problem behind the bias.

Figure 1 compares the recall/precision trade-off for each system split by Masculine and Feminine examples, as well as combined (Overall). Also shown is a simple syntactic Parallelism heuristic in which subject and direct object pronoun are resolved to names with the same grammatical role (see §4.3). In this visualization, we see a further factor contributing to the low performance of off-the-shelf systems, namely, their low recall. That is, whereas personal pronouns are overwhelmingly anaphoric in both OntoNotes and Wikipedia texts, OntoNotes-trained models are conservative. This observation is consistent with the results for Lee et al. (2013) on the Definite Pronoun Resolution Dataset (Rahman and Ng, 2012),
on which the system scored 47.2% F1,\textsuperscript{15} failing to
beat a random baseline due to conservativeness.

4.3 Coreference-Cue Baselines

To understand the shortcomings of state-of-the-art
coreference systems on GAP, the upper sections of
Table 6 consider several simple baselines based on
traditional cues for coreference.

To calculate these baselines, we first detect
candidate antecedents by finding all mentions of
PERSON entity type, NAME mention type (headed
by a proper noun), and, for structural cues, that are
not in a syntactic position which precludes coref-
erence with the pronoun. We do not require gender
match because gender annotations are not provided
by the Google Cloud NL API and, even if they
were, gender predictions on last names (without
the first name) are not reliable in the
snippet-context setting. Second, we select among the
candidates using one of the heuristics described next.

For scoring purposes, we do not require exact
string match for mention alignment—that is, if the
selected candidate is a substring of a given name
(or vice versa), we infer a coreference relation
between that name and the target pronoun.\textsuperscript{16}

Surface Cues Baseline cues that require only
access to the input text are:

- **RANDOM.** Select a candidate uniformly at
  random.
- **TOKEN DISTANCE.** Select the closest
candidate to the pronoun, with distance mea-
sured as the number of tokens between spans.

\textsuperscript{15}Calculated based on the reported performance of 40.07%
Correct, 29.79% Incorrect, and 30.14% No decision.

\textsuperscript{16}Note that requiring exact string match drops recall and
causes only a small difference in F1 performance.

Table 6: Performance of our baselines on the devel-
opment set. Parallelism+URL tests the page-context
setting; all other test the snippet-context setting. **Bold**
indicates best performance in each setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token Distance</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical Entity</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic Distance</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism+URL</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer-Single</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer-Multi</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Performance of our baselines on the devel-
opment set in the gold-two-mention task (access to the
two candidate name spans). Parallelism+URL tests the page-context setting; all others test the snippet-context
setting. **Bold** indicates best performance in each setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token Distance</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topical Entity</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic Distance</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism+URL</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer-Single</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer-Multi</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of RANDOM (41.5 Overall) is
lower than an otherwise possible guess rate of
\~50%. This is because the baseline considers all
possible candidates, not just the two annotated
names. Moreover, the difference between mascu-
line and feminine examples suggests that there
are more distractor mentions in the context of fem-
inine pronouns in GAP. To measure the impact
of pronoun context, we include performance on
the artificial gold-two-mention setting, where only
the two name spans are candidates for inference
(Table 7). RANDOM is indeed closer here to the
expected 50% and other baselines are closer to
gender-parity.

**TOKEN DISTANCE** and **TOPICAL ENTITY** are
only weak improvements above RANDOM, validat-
ing that our dataset creation methodology
controlled for these factors.

Structural Cues Baseline cues that may addi-
tionally access syntactic structure are:

- **SYNTACTIC DISTANCE.** Select the syntac-
tically closest candidate to the pronoun. Back off
to **TOKEN DISTANCE.**
- **PARALLELISM.** If the pronoun is a subject
  or direct object, select the closest candidate
  with the same grammatical argument. Back off
to **SYNTACTIC DISTANCE.**

Both cues yield strong baselines comparable to the
strongest OntoNotes-trained systems (cf. Table 4).
In fact, Lee et al. (2017) and PARALLELISM
produce remarkably similar output: of the 2,000...
example pairs in the development set, the two have completely opposing predictions (i.e., Name A vs. Name B) on only 325 examples. Further, the cues are markedly gender-neutral, improving the Bias metric by 9 percentage points in the standard task formulation and to parity in the gold-two-mention case. In contrast to surface cues, having the full candidate set is helpful: mention alignment via a non-indicated candidate successfully scores 69\% of PARALLELISM predictions.

Wikipedia Cues To explore the page-context setting, we consider a Wikipedia-specific cue:

- **URL.** Select the syntactically closest candidate that has a token overlap with the page title. Back off to PARALLELISM.

The heuristic gives a performance gain of 2\% overall compared to PARALLELISM. That the feature is not more helpful again validates our methodology for extracting diverse examples. We expect future work to greatly improve on this baseline by using the wealth of cues in Wikipedia articles, including page text.

### 4.4 Transformer Models for Coreference

The recent Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) demonstrated tantalizing representations for coreference: When trained for machine translation, some self-attention layers appear to show stronger attention weights between coreferential elements.\(^{17}\) Voita et al. (2018) found evidence for this claim for the English pronouns *it*, *you*, and *I* in a movie subtitles dataset (Lison et al., 2018). GAP allows us to explore this claim on Wikipedia for ambiguous personal pronouns. To do so, we investigate the heuristic:

- **TRANSFORMER.** Select the candidate that attends most to the pronoun.

The Transformer model underlying our experiments is trained for 350k steps on the 2014 English-German NMT task,\(^{18}\) using the same settings as Vaswani et al. (2017). The model processes texts as a series of subtokens (text fragments the size of a token or smaller) and learns three multi-head attention matrices over these, two self-attention matrices (one over the subtokens of the source sentences and one over those of the target sentences), and a cross-attention matrix between the source and target. Each attention matrix is decomposed into a series of feed-forward layers, each composed of discrete heads designed to specialize for different dimensions in the training signal. We input GAP snippets as English source text and extract attention values from the source self-attention matrix; the target side (German translations) is not used.

We calculate the attention between a name and pronoun to be the mean over all subtokens in these spans; the attention between two subtokens is the sum of the raw attention values between all occurrences of those subtoken strings in the input snippet. These two factors control for variation between Transformer models and the spreading of attention between different mentions of the same entity.

**TRANSFORMER-SINGLE** Table 8 gives the performance of the TRANSFORMER heuristic over each self-attention head on the development dataset. Consistent with the observations by Vaswani et al. (2017), we observe that the coreference signal is localized on specific heads and that these heads are in the deep layers of the network (e.g., L3H7). During development, we saw that the specific heads which specialize for coreference are different between different models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>L0</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H0</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8: Coreference signal of a Transformer model on the validation dataset, by encoder attention layer and head.**

\(^{17}\)See Figure 4 at https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762.

That is, we find evidence for the claim that Transformer models implicitly learn language understanding relevant to coreference resolution. Even more promising, we find that the instances of coreference that Transformer-Single can handle is substantially different from those of Parallelism; see Table 9.

**Transformer-Multi.** We learn to compose the signals from different self-attention heads using extra tree classifiers (Geurts et al., 2006).\(^{19}\) We choose this classifier because we have little available training data and a small feature set. Specifically, for each candidate antecedent, we:

- Extract one feature for each of the 48 Transformer heads. The feature value is True if there is a substring overlap between the candidate and the prediction of Transformer-Single.
- Use the \(\chi^2\) statistic to reduce dimensionality. We found \(k = 3\) worked well.
- Learn an extra trees classifier over these three features with the validation dataset.

That Transformer-Multi is stronger than Transformer-Single in Table 6 suggests that different self-attention heads encode different dimensions of the coreference problem. Though the gain is modest when all mentions are under consideration, Table 7 shows a 4.2 percentage point overall improvement over Transformer-Single for the gold-two-mention task. Future work could explore filtering the candidate list presented to Transformer models to reduce the impact of distractor mentions in a pronoun’s context—for example, by gender in the page-context setting. It is also worth stressing that these models are trained on very little data (the GAP validation set). These preliminary results suggest that learned models incorporating such features from the Transformer and using more data are worth exploring further.

### 4.5 GAP Benchmarks

Table 10 sets the baselines for the GAP challenge. We include the off-the-shelf system that performed best Overall on the development set (Lee et al., 2017), as well as our strongest baseline for the two task settings, Parallelism\(^{20}\) and URL.

We note that strict comparisons cannot be made between our snippet-context baselines given that Lee et al. (2017) has access to OntoNotes annotations that we do not, and we have access to pronoun ambiguity annotations that Lee et al. (2017) do not.

### 5 Error Analysis

We have shown that GAP is challenging for both off-the-shelf systems and our baselines. To assess the variance between these systems and gain a more qualitative understanding of what aspects of GAP are challenging, we use the number of off-the-shelf systems that agree with the rater-provided labels (Agreement with Gold) as a proxy for difficulty. Table 11 breaks down the name-pronoun examples in the development set by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Agreement with Gold</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Analysis of the GAP development examples by the number of systems (out of 4) agreeing with gold.


---


\(^{20}\)We also trained an Extra Tree classifier over all explored coreference-cue baselines (including Transformer-based heuristics), but its performance was similar to Parallelism and the predictions matched in the vast majority of instances.
Agreement with Gold (the smaller the agreement the harder the example). Agreement with Gold is low (average 2.1) and spread. Less than 30% of the examples are successfully solved by all systems (labeled Green), and just under 15% are so challenging that none of the systems gets them right (Red). The majority are in between (Yellow). Many Green cases have syntactic cues for coreference, but we find no systematic trends within Yellow.

Table 12 provides a fine-grained analysis of 75 Red cases. When labeling these cases, two important considerations emerged: (1) labels often overlap, with one example possibly fitting into multiple categories; and (2) GAP requires global reasoning—cues from different entity mentions work together to build a snippet’s interpretation. The Red examples in particular exemplify the challenge of GAP, and point toward the need for multiple modeling strategies to achieve significantly higher scores on the data set.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a data set and a set of strong baselines for a new coreference task, GAP. We designed GAP to represent the challenges posed by real-world text, in which ambiguous pronouns are important and difficult to resolve. We highlighted gaps in the existing state of the art, and proposed the application of Transformer models to address these. Specifically, we show how traditional linguistic features and modern sentence encoder technology are complementary.

Our work contributes to the emerging body of work on the impact of bias in machine learning. We saw systematic differences between genders in analysis; this is consistent with many studies that have called out differences in how men and women are discussed publicly. By rebalancing our data set for gender, we hope to reward systems that are able to capture these complexities fairly.

It has been outside the scope of this paper to explore bias in other dimensions, to analyze coreference in other languages, and to study the impact on downstream systems of improved coreference resolution. We look forward to future work in these directions.
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